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OTAS INTEGRATES ITS MARKET INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS
INTO FIDESSA'S GLOBAL TRADING WORKFLOW PLATFORM

LONDON, 23 September 2015 - OTAS Technologies today announced that Fidessa has
selected OTAS to be the first partner to deliver its market data analytics into the Fidessa
trading platform. Fidessa’s Partnership Program allows carefully selected 3rd party content to
be integrated directly into its trading workflow.
As a specialist provider of market analytics and trader intelligence, OTAS content is ideally
positioned to seamlessly integrate into the trader workflow. The OTAS Base app suite and
API makes it easy to deliver this content to existing platforms. The users can immediately
benefit from superior visualisation metrics and natural language text.
Fidessa is leading the industry, recognising the benefits of partnering with specialist content
providers, and in building the technical infrastructure required to deliver a seamless user
experience.
Tom Doris, CEO of OTAS Technologies, said “Traders and portfolio managers today are
faced with new challenges as they attempt to manage growing data volumes, increased
market volatility and evolving risks while maintaining their competitive advantage. OTAS
gives investment professionals the information edge they need to rapidly respond to market
movements and maximize trading performance. Integrating OTAS directly into Fidessa's
platform will allow Fidessa to deliver this critical content directly into its users’ workflow to
arm them with the intelligence they need to enhance efficiency and make better, faster
trading decisions.”
James Blackburn, Global Head of Sell-side Equities Product Marketing at Fidessa, adds:
“We are excited to announce OTAS as our first partner in our program. OTAS is a valuable
addition to our Optimised Trading initiative sitting alongside our Order Performance Monitor
to provide our customers with valuable insights into their order performance and their trading
strategies. Our goal is to provide our customers with the best available technology
regardless of who builds it. OTAS provides a best of breed product that optimises trading
outcomes offering a complete breakdown of market conditions and allowing traders to adjust
orders in real time based on dynamic market micro-structure changes."

About OTAS Technologies
OTAS Equity Market Analytics give Portfolio Managers and Traders the power to see relevant signals
and risk forecasts for every important market instrument. Be the first to see the opportunities when the
risk landscape changes. OTAS is delivered through our secure private cloud to your desktop or
mobile and our API makes it easy to integrate into your existing applications. It provides you intraday
analytics on 15000+ stocks worldwide.
OTAS Core alerts you to hidden risks and opportunity in your portfolio or your watch list which you
would normally find concealed in market data. The information is presented in a format designed for
market professionals working under pressure in difficult markets. Important information can be
concealed in events, insider transactions, short interest, options, valuation, technicals, news flow,
credit and analyst revisions. OTAS Core extracts and highlights all this information to you with OTAS
Lingo our advanced Natural Language Generation (NLG) delivering a customized report of this to you.
OTAS Microstructure is our real time analysis of single stock trading that enables Traders to add
value to the investment process and provide transparency and a record of their trading decisions .We
compare the in-trade performance to expected and predicted values.
OTAS products can be fully integrated to your OMS, PMS or EMS. OTAS Technologies is the
preferred partner to the world’s largest banks and global institutions.
For more information on how you can improve productivity and performance please visit
www.tryotas.com.

